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EDUCATION  
 

 

FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, OWERRI Imo, Nigeria 
Bachelor of Engineering; Chemical Engineering Nov 2018 

 Second Class Upper Division (top 10%) 
 

EXPERIENCE  
 

 

SEAMHEALTH INNOVATIONS.  Abuja 
UI / UX Designer & Frontend Developer August 2020 – Present 
  

 Conceptualized and spearheaded the overhauling of the user interface of an existing app which resulted 
in enhanced user experience leading to increased app usage by 30%.  

 Collaborated with a 5-man team that successfully developed two mobile apps currently on play store 
and five web portals hosted on Digital Ocean. Engineered the UX Design and Frontend of the apps. 

 Redesigned the company website and integrated a live chat which boosted the traffic of the website by 
20%. 

 Promoted within six months due to astute performance and organizational impact (6 months ahead of 
schedule). 

 
SUNDIMENSION Abuja 
Frontend Developer May 2019 – May 2020 
 Modernized an e-commerce website using WordPress with improved SEO techniques that resulted in 

20% more traffic 

 Identified gaps in the source code of one production application, proceeded to rewrite the code resulting in 
increased usability and reduced run time performance by 50%.   

 Implemented web design and development principles to build two websites that are mobile responsive 
and accessible. 

 Designed and implemented two web app interfaces using Twitter bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery that 
adhere to modern UI/UX standards. 

 
SUNTECH                                                                                                                                                        Abuja 
Web Developer (Remote) Jul 2017 – Mar 2018 

 Revamped two clients' websites and instituted SEO strategies resulting in a 25% and 20% increase in 
traffic respectively. 

 Integrated third-party APIs like payment gateways, and other backend services in two (2) e-commerce 
websites in collaboration with other developers.  

 Created and maintained responsive websites with a mobile-first approach which includes designing the 
company website alongside one other developer. 
 

SKILLS  

 Proficient in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, Bootstrap, Material CSS, WordPress 

 Dexterous in Angular, React.js, Ionic Framework, Git. 
 Unit, and Integration test with Jasmine and Jest 
 Clever use of design tools like FIGMA, Adobe XD and PhotoShop for the creation of wireframes, and 

prototypes. Good grasp of data structures and algorithms and Deployment on Netlify and GitHub 

 

CERTIFICATIONS 
 

 
 

Google Africa Scholarship Mobile Web Specialist Course (Andela)                                                           Aug 2018                                                                     
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